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Abstract: Structural design codes are deliberately kept simple in order to limit the com-4

plexity of the design process. To ensure sufficient safety with simplified models, parameters5

of these models are often chosen conservatively. This leads to additional “hidden safety”6

in the design. But what happens if one utilizes more advanced design models without the7

implicit conservatism of the simple models? On one hand, an advanced design method8

has the potential to result in more optimized designs. On the other hand, it will affect9

the structural safety. While the advanced models might be associated with smaller un-10

certainty, which increases reliability, the loss of hidden safety can decrease the reliability.11

We comprehensively discuss the role of hidden safety in codified structural design and its12

effects on the reliability and material consumption. Based on this, we develop a framework13

for adapting the safety concept to ensure that advanced models lead to the same level of14

safety as standard models. The framework is exemplarily applied to the wind load model15

of the Eurocode.16

1. Introduction17

Structural design codes aim to provide easy-to-use rules that lead to economical and safe18

structures [1]. They are the result of a long evolutionary process, which began with the19
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construction of buildings based on a “trial and error” approach, intuition, and experiments20

on scale models [2]. In the 18th century, a fundamental shift took place: The design of21

structures was increasingly based on physical models and theories [3–6]. Engineers had22

tools to predict the load bearing capacity of structures with confidence and had to rely23

less on experience. In order to standardize the process and address the variability and24

uncertainty in loads and materials, structural design codes were developed from the late25

19th century onward. These codes were based on the global safety factor concept.26

Today’s structural design codes are based mainly on the semi-probabilistic partial safety27

factor (PSF) concept, which was introduced in the late 1970s [7–11]. This is based on28

utilizing multiple PSFs for different actions and resistances, which are multiplied with their29

corresponding characteristic values. In contrast to the use of a single global safety factor,30

the semi-probabilistic concept can better address the specific uncertainties associated with31

a specific design situation and thus lead to a more homogeneous safety level. For this32

reason, it is considered an adequate trade-off between ease-of-use and optimality of the33

resulting design [12].34

The PSFs and characteristic values prescribed in current design codes are obtained through35

a code calibration process [13–15]. PSFs that lead to design reliabilities that are as close as36

possible to the target reliability in a large number of design situations are identified [16].37

As discussed in [12], target reliabilities are based on previous codes and regulations, which38

reflect the legacy experience. This backward calibration ensures that a new code does39

not lead to drastic changes of the safety level. Past code calibrations also ensure that the40

resulting designs of specific structures do not vary significantly between subsequent code41

generations.42

Design codes are based on the use of models that approximate the real loads and structural43

responses. The parameters of these models, the values of which are often prescribed by44

the codes, also evolved from experience. In many instances, these parameter values were45

selected conservatively (i.e., they lead – on average – to an underestimation of resistances46
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and an overestimation of actions). These conservative choices introduce a hidden safety47

into the design.48

The effect of this hidden safety is difficult to quantify, and it has not been considered49

explicitly in past code calibration. This had not been an issue in the past because of the50

calibration of PSFs to previous codes: As long as models covered by the new code and51

the corresponding parameter choices remained the same as in the old code, the backward52

calibration ensured that the overall level of safety remained approximately the same.53

However, hidden safety can lead to problems when new models are applied. Advances in54

computational structural analysis, data collection, and enhanced data-driven modeling can55

make the use of advanced modeling techniques feasible. Examples include computational56

fluid dynamics (e.g., virtual wind tunnel tests) [17], seismic analysis (e.g., earthquake sim-57

ulations) [18], collection of on site data (e.g., wind velocity measurements or geotechnical58

test), or tests on scale models (e.g., physical wind tunnel tests or geotechnical centrifuge59

modeling). In general, the use of these modeling techniques is desirable in view of more60

economic and sustainable structures. However, the hidden safety associated with existing61

models can be lost when using them. It is therefore imperative that the effects of hidden62

safety be quantified.63

While most experts are aware of this hidden safety challenge, it has not received much at-64

tention in the scientific literature. Only a small number of publications explicitly mention65

the challenges related to hidden safety. These include Byfield and Nethercot [19], who66

examined various constructional steelwork resistance models (e.g., the bending resistance67

of restrained beams or the shear-buckling resistance of plate girders) and adapted the68

respective PSFs in order to homogenize the safety level. Holicky et al. [20] investigated69

the influence of different probabilistic models (distribution choices and distribution fitting70

techniques) of the time variant and time invariant wind load model components to the71

probability of failure. Nowak et al. [21] calculated the probability of failure of bridges and72

compared it to the probability of failure including measurements of inner forces. Gomes73
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and Beck [22] proposed a conservatism index to classify structural models. Other publi-74

cations involving hidden safety include Toft et al. [23], Hanninen et al. [24], and Gazetas75

et al. [25]. However, none of these publications provides a general framework on how to76

consider hidden safety in the PSF concept.77

In this paper, we provide a framework on how to quantify the effects of hidden safety on78

the reliability and the design. We utilize this framework to describe how the PSF concept79

can be adapted if standard models –which potentially include hidden safety – are replaced80

by more advanced models. The framework is exemplarily applied to the wind load model81

of the Eurocode, which is compared with more advanced wind load modeling techniques.82

2. Partial safety factor concept83

According to the PSF concept [7–11], a structural design must fulfill the following inequal-84

ity throughout the structure:85

ed ≤ rd (1)

where

ed = γF · ek (2)

rd = rk
γM

(3)

Here ek and rk are the characteristic values of action effects and resistances, ed and rd the86

corresponding design values, and γF and γM the PSFs of action effects and resistances.87

Characteristic values are usually defined as quantile values of the probability distributions,88

i.e., as lower quantile values on the resistance side and higher quantile values on the load89

side.90
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Figure 1: Basic reliability problem.

The choice of the two safety components – the PSFs and the characteristic values – is based91

on reliability analysis. Figure 1 illustrates the probabilistic view of the action effects E92

and the resistance R. Based on these, a limit state function g(R,E) = R − E can be93

defined to estimate the probability of failure Pr(F ) as the integral of the joint probability94

density function (PDF) fR,E(r,e) over the failure domain ΩF = {r,e | g(r,e) < 0}:95

Pr(F ) =
∫

ΩF

fR,E(r, e) dr de (4)

Using the inverse of the standard normal cumulative distribution function (CDF) Φ−1, a96

reliability index β can be calculated as:97

β = −Φ−1(Pr(F )) (5)

Characteristic values and the PSFs can be calibrated such that a target reliability index98

is achieved. Under the assumption that the current reliability is satisfactory and accepted99

by society, the target reliability index is typically chosen as the average reliability index of100

the status quo [15,26,27]. The calibration thus maintains the reliability level. The current101

reliability level may not be ideal; however, a modification of the reliability level should be102

conducted in its own separate calibration procedure.103

In addition to the two well-known explicit safety components, namely the choice of the104
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PSFs and the characteristic values, there is a third, often overlooked, implicit safety com-105

ponent: the hidden safety. Hidden safety arises if models are conservative, i.e., they106

overestimate the loads and their effects or underestimate the resistances. 1107

Hidden safety is considered implicitly in the choice of PSFs and characteristic values. This108

is because these values are historically and iteratively adapted on the basis of structures109

built by these models. As long as the same models are used, investigations about hidden110

safety are not required. But what happens if the standard models are replaced by a more111

advanced and presumably more accurate models? This replacement affects the reliability112

of structures in two counteracting ways:113

• More advanced models usually have less model uncertainty. This increases the reli-114

ability of a structure that complies with inequality (1).115

• The loss of conservativeness leads to an on average lower design resistance. This116

reduces the structural reliability.117

Depending on which of these effects dominates, the structural reliability can either increase118

or decrease. In order to preserve the same level of safety, an explicit treatment of hidden119

safety is needed. The goal of this paper is to investigate and formalize hidden safety and120

show how it can be addressed in the PSF concept.121

1A precondition for hidden safety is model based design; hence, hidden safety is a consequence of the
fundamental shift of the 18th century from experience-based to model-based design. The application of
engineering models has a trade-off: On one hand, an engineer gets an insight and a better understanding
of nature and therefore is able to predict the structural behaviors. On the other hand, the applied
models are only approximations of reality, and their predictions contain an error. This error is not
explicitly included in the PSF concept.
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3. Hidden safety122

In this section, we provide a detailed description of hidden safety and quantify its effects on123

structural design and reliability. At the end of the section, we show how the elimination of124

hidden safety can be compensated by modifying PSFs or utilizing adjusted characteristic125

values.126

Since hidden safety has not been discussed much in the scientific literature, we provide a127

detailed description of (effects of) hidden safety in the following, which is kept as universal128

as possible. A compact step by step guidance on the implementation of advanced models129

in the PSF concept is given in Section 3.6.130

3.1. Definitions131

Hidden safety is closely related to the accuracy of the models used in structural design as132

well as its effect on the structural design and structural reliability. In this context, we define133

some essential terms. We make a distinction between aleatoric and epistemic uncertainty.134

Following [28], we consider as aleatoric the uncertainty that cannot be eliminated within135

the confines of the current state of science. In contrast, epistemic uncertainty is due to136

limited knowledge. Epistemic uncertainty can be reduced by collecting information (e.g.,137

through tests or improved models).138

On this basis, we define the following terms:139

• Aleatoric distribution, is the probability distribution that includes only aleatoric140

uncertainty.141

• Aleatoric probability of failure is calculated with the aleatoric distributions.142
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• Nominal probability of failure is calculated considering both, aleatoric and epistemic143

uncertainties.144

Although the definition of aleatoric and epistemic uncertainty is not very precise and ar-145

guable, it is sufficient in this context. Detailed and philosophically well-founded discussions146

can be found in [29–36].147

3.2. Hidden safety in structural codes148

We investigate hidden safety in the context of the PSF concept. We use the terminology149

of Eurocode; however, the conclusions are equally valid for other design codes.150

In a Eurocode design, four different models can identified (Figure 2): The load model151

ML,EC , the structural model MS,EC , the material model MM,EC , and the resistance152

modelMR,EC . We use the subscript EC to stress that these models are provided by the153

Eurocode.
Load modelML,EC Material modelMM,EC

Characteristic load lk,EC Characteristic material mk,EC

Partial safety factor γf Partial safety factor γm

Structural modelMS,EC Resistance modelMR,EC

Design resistance rd,ECDesign load effect ed,EC

Partial safety factor γSd Partial safety factor γRd

Figure 2: Overview of the Eurocode design approach.
154

ML,EC andMM,EC are typically statistics-based models, which provide distributions for155

the load LEC and the material property MEC . In the PSF concept, these distributions156

are represented by characteristic values. Moreover, the design load effect and the design157

resistance are calculated via functions tS,EC and tR,EC provided by the structural model158
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MS,EC and the resistance modelMR,EC . The four PSFs γf , γSd, γm and γRd address the159

uncertainty of the load model, the structural model, the material model and the resistance160

model.161

Remark: For the sake of simplicity, the Eurocode merges the PSFs of the action and the162

resistance side163

γF = γf × γSd (6)

γM = γm × γRd (7)

To improve understanding we stick with the separated notation. Moreover, some codes164

use the global safety factor format (e.g. the reinforced concrete structures [37]). This case165

is also covered as it is a special case of the partial safety factor format.166

Considering all models explicitly, Equations 2 and 3 can be reformulated to Equation 8167

and 9 and Figure 1 can be extended to Figure 3:168

ed = γSd · tS,EC (γf · lk,EC (LEC)) (8)

rd = 1
γRd
· tR,EC

(
mk,EC(MEC)

γm

)
(9)

Eurocode defines only the characteristic values of the load and the material properties169

explicitly and not the corresponding PDFs fLEC
and fMEC

. As a consequence, fEEC
170

and fREC
are also not explicitly defined. These distributions can be implicitly inferred171

from background documentations (e.g., [38–40]) and from the distributions used in the172

calibration of the Eurocode safety components (e.g., [16]).173

As previously discussed, hidden safety is a result of conservative models for structural174

design. For establishing what a conservative design is, we refer to the design one would175

obtain based on aleatoric distributions in combination with the PSFs and the definition176
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Figure 3: Illustration of the basic reliability problem and its relation to Eurocode models.

of the characteristic values of the Eurocode. A model is conservative in a specific design177

situation if its prediction leads to a larger design resistance than this reference.178

The difference between the Eurocode models and purely aleatoric models is exemplarily179

illustrated in Figure 4, which re-illustrates Figure 3 including the aleatoric distribution of180

the load L and the material property M and the functions tE (true relationship between181

load and load effect) and tR (true relationship between material property and resistance).182

From L andM , the corresponding characteristic values lk andmk can be obtained, and, by183

applying the PSFs, the design values ld, md. Using the functions tS , tR, the characteristic184

values ek, rk and the associated design values ed and rd are obtained. These are the values185

to which the respective Eurocode values converge, if all epistemic uncertainties vanish. In186

this sense, they are the target values of Eurocode models.187

In the illustration of Figure 4 each of the Eurocode models is conservative: The load188

and the material model are conservative because lk < lk,EC and mk > mk,EC . The189

structural and the resistance model are conservative because tS(ld,EC) < tS,EC(ld,EC) and190
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Figure 4: Illustration of the Design approach of the Eurocode (blue) compared to the
purely aleatoric models (green) for one specific design situation.

tR(md,EC) > tR,EC(md,EC). This leads to an overdesign relative to a design one would191

obtain from the purely aleatoric models, meaning rd<ed while rd,EC=ed,EC .192

Figure 4 illustrates one specific design situation. If other design situations are considered,193

the relation between the Eurocode models and the purely aleatoric models may change.194

Over the domain of all possible design situations, this results in distributions of the char-195

acteristic value of the aleatoric distribution of the load Lk and of the material property196

Mk. Consequently, the characteristic load effect and the characteristic resistance also be-197

come random variables Ek and Rk. The transition from Lk and Mk to Ek and Rk is not198

represented via single functions tS and tR beacuse the structural and the resistance model199

also differ over the domain of all possible design situations. We denote the functionals200

representing this relationship with TS and TR.201

For the quantification of the effects of hidden safety, it is crucial to distinguish between:202

• The distributions describing the characteristic values of the loads, load effects, mate-203
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rial properties, and resistances. These distributions describe variables that enter the204

design process according to the PSF concept. Hence, they can be used to describe205

the design choice D.206

• The distributions describing loads, load effects, material properties, and resistances.207

These distributions do not enter the design process directly (although the character-208

istic values result from them). For a given design D, they can be used to perform a209

reliability analysis R to calculate the aleatoric probability of failure of this design.210

For a better understanding of the difference between the distribution of the characteristic211

value of a phenomenon and the distribution of the phenomenon itself, we illustrate this212

difference for the wind velocity pressure. The Eurocode defines the characteristic wind213

velocity pressure qb,k,EC as the value with a yearly exceeding probability of 2%. Different214

characteristic values are given by national maps defining wind zones. Within one zone,215

qb,k,EC is a constant value. Figure 5 plots this constant value against the characteristic216

value qb,k, which follows from the location-specific aleatoric distribution of the wind veloc-217

ity pressure Qb. Because the wind velocity pressure fluctuates within one wind zone, this218

results in a distribution of the characteristic value of the aleatoric distribution Qb,k.

qb,k,EC

qb,k = F−1
Qb

(0.98)

E[Qb]

Qb,k

Location

qb qb

Figure 5: Exemplary illustration of the derivation of the distribution of the characteristic
value Qb,k resulting from the aleatoric distribution of the wind velocity pressure
Qb (green) and its relationship to the characteristic value according to Eurocode
qb,k,EC (blue).

219
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3.3. Effects of erasing hidden safety220

The investigation of hidden safety becomes necessary if more advanced and less conser-221

vative models are applied in lieu of standard Eurocode models. To determine how such222

models affect the reliability, the distributions of the relative errors of the respective models223

(relative to the characteristic value one would obtain from a purely aleatoric model) are224

needed.225

We illustrate the distribution of the relative errors for the wind velocity pressure. In226

contrast to Figure 5, we change the perspective by standardizing every quantity relative227

to qb,k. Mathematically, this new perspective is equivalent to the previous one, however, it228

more clearly reflects how advanced modeling techniques affect the design process. Figure 6229

shows this perspective; it also includes the characteristic wind velocity pressure according230

to advanced modeling techniques qb,k,adv, which are shown in red.

qb,k,EC

qb,k

qb,k

qb,k

E[Qb]
qb,k

Location

qb

qb,k

qb

qb,k

qb,k,adv

qb,k

qb,k,EC

Qb,k

qb,k,adv

Qb,k

Figure 6: Re-illustration of Figure 5, whereby the wind velocity pressure Qb (green) and
the characteristic value according to Eurocode qb,k,EC (blue) are standardized
by the characteristic value of the aleatoric distribution. The characteristic value
according to advanced modeling techniques qb,k,adv is added in red.

231

The distributions of the relative errors (Figure 6 right) can be difficult to estimate. The232

uncertainty of the involved models needs to be well understood (e.g. as in [41] or [42]).233

We illustrate the estimation of these distributions for the case of the Eurocode wind load234

model in Section 4.235

By comparing the distributions of qb,k,EC

Qb,k
and qb,k,adv

Qb,k
, the two contradictory effects of236
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advanced modeling techniques on the structural reliability can be identified:237

• The decrease of epistemic uncertainty resulting from the use of advanced models238

reduces the variance of qb,k,adv

Qb,k
relative to qb,k,EC

Qb,k
. This leads to an increase in the239

reliability.240

• The decrease of epistemic uncertainties reduces the bias of qb,k,adv

Qb,k
relative to qb,k,EC

Qb,k
.241

If qb,k,EC

Qb,k
is biased in a conservative sense, this leads to a decrease of the reliability.242

3.4. Quantification of the effects of erasing hidden safety243

The effect of replacing the Eurocode model MEC with an advanced model Madv is as-244

sessed at two levels: First, by comparing the resulting designs; second, by comparing the245

corresponding aleatoric probability of failure.246

The Eurocode model consists of the four components: MEC = {ML,EC ,MS,EC ,MM,EC ,MR,EC}.247

The advanced model exchanges one or more of these components. For illustration, in this248

section, we exchange the load model so thatMadv = {ML,adv,MS,EC ,MM,EC ,MR,EC}.249

3.4.1. Comparison at design level250

In the PSF concept, a design is optimally chosen such that the design resistance is equal251

to the design load effect. Let DEC and Dadv be design choices followingMEC andMadv.252

From Equation 8 and 9, the optimal designs are obtained as:253

γSd · TS,EC(Lk,EC · γf ) =
TR,EC

(
Mk,EC

γm
,DEC

)
γRd

(10)

γSd · TS,EC(Lk,adv · γf ) =
TR,EC

(
Mk,EC

γm
,Dadv

)
γRd

(11)
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Lk,EC , Lk,adv and Mk,EC are random variables representing the characteristic values stan-254

dardized to the characteristic values of the respective aleatoric distribution (Figure 6).255

Their distributions can be derived from those of their respective relative errors.256

It is convenient to assume that the design choices DEC and Dadv can be expressed through257

factors PEC and Padv relative to a standardized design D0. If the resistance models are258

linear functions with respect to the design choices DEC and Dadv, Equations 10 and 11259

can be reformulated as:260

γSd · TS,EC(γf · Lk,EC) = PEC ·
TR,EC

(
Mk,EC

γm
,D0

)
γRd

(12)

⇔PEC = γSd · γRd · TS,EC(γf · Lk,EC)
TR,EC

(
Mk,EC

γm
,D0

)
γSd · TS,EC(γf · Lk,adv) = Padv ·

TR,EC
(
Mk,EC

γm
,D0

)
γRd

(13)

⇔Padv = γSd · γRd · TS,EC(γf · Lk,adv)
TR,EC

(
Mk,EC

γm
,D0

)
PEC and Padv are analog to Equation “6.10” of Eurocode 0 [43]; however, models are261

explicitly included.262

The difference of the resistances of the two designs can be measured as the ratio of Padv263

over PEC . This ratio is an indication of the reduction in material consumption. It should264

be noted that the relationship between the design value and the material consumption is265

not necessarily linear. Moreover, serviceability limit states is not considered.266

3.4.2. Comparison at reliability level267

For given design values Padv and PEC , the corresponding aleatoric probability of failure268

can be computed:269

Pr(F | PEC ,R) = Pr(PEC · TR(M)− TS(L) < 0) (14)
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Pr(F | Padv,R) = Pr(Padv · TR(M)− TS(L) < 0) (15)

Here, the conditioning on R = R(L,TS ,M,TR) indicates that the aleatoric distributions270

are used.271

The values Pr(F | PEC ,R) and Pr(F | Padv,R) serve as a comparison of the reliability272

obtained with the two models.273

Remark: Alternatively, the nominal probabilities of failure would be computed with274

REC = R(LEC , TS,EC ,MEC , TR,EC) or Radv = R(Ladv, TS,EC ,MEC , TR,EC). A com-275

parison of the nominal probabilities of failure with the probabilities of failure calculated276

via Equation 14 and 15 can be utilized to to quantify the misjudgment of the models being277

used in the design process. Gomes and Beck [22] propose such a comparison and derive a278

conservatism index.279

3.5. Adaptation of the partial safety factor concept280

If advanced models are used in the design process, the PSF concept should be adapted.281

When replacing load or material models, this adaptation can be conducted by changing282

either the respective PSFs γf , γm or the definition of the characteristic values Lk,EC ,283

Mk,EC . When replacing structural or resistance models, the PSFs γSd and γRd can be284

adapted.285

Assuming that the reliability of the status quo is satisfactory, the adaptation should be286

performed under the constraint of preserving this level of reliability. For example, an ad-287

ditional PSF regarding a load model γf,add can be found by solving the following equation:288

289

Pr(F | PEC ,R) = Pr(F | Padv,add(γf,add),R) (16)
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where290

Padv,add(γf,add) = γSd · γRd · TS,EC(γf,add · γf · Lk,adv)
TR,EC

(
Mk,EC

γm
,D0

) (17)

The aleatoric probabilities of failure of designs resulting from the standard and the ad-291

vanced modeling techniques are both calculated with the aleatoric distributions (reliability292

analysis R). Inaccuracies in the assumed aleatoric distributions will affect both proba-293

bilities of failure. It is reasonable to presume that both probabilities are affected similar.294

This makes a relative comparison valid.295

The use of PSFs and characteristic values is meaningful mainly when considering a portfolio296

of design situations. Hence, the adaptation should cover the full spectrum of design297

situations of which the advanced model is intended to be used. The definition of one298

possible portfolio can be found in the Annex A.299

The proposed adaptation of the partial safety concept is conditional on the estimated dis-300

tributions of the design values, the assumed aleatoric distributions, and the representation301

of the portfolio of design situations. Moreover, some uncertainties might be unknown or302

intentionally omitted (e.g., human errors are typically not considered [44]). The derived303

reliabilities are dependent on these assumptions. Imperfect assumptions and simplifica-304

tions might lead to a non-ideal adaptation of the PSF concept. However, the assumptions305

and simplifications are utilized for both, the calculation of the probability of failure given306

standard design and given advanced design (Equation 16: The probabilities of failure are307

both conditional on the same reliability analysis R). This makes the calibration procedure308

relatively robust. The resulting adaptation may not be ideal; however, it is a step in the309

right direction and better than performing no adaptation at all.310
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3.6. Summery of the framework311

The following summarizes the proposed framework for treating hidden safety when ad-312

vanced models are implemented in the PSF concept.313

1. Definition of a representative portfolio of design situations the advanced model is314

intended. This includes the definition of purely aleatoric distributions associated315

with these design situations.316

2. Estimation and determination of the distribution of the relative error by the standard317

model.318

3. Determination of the design following the standard model for all design situations319

within the considered portfolio.320

4. Calculation of the target probability of failure as the avarage aleatoric probability321

of failure given standard design within the portfolio.322

5. Estimation and determination of the distribution of the advanced model.323

6. Determination of the design following the advanced model for all design situations324

within the considered portfolio.325

7. Adaptation of the PSF-Concept by adopting PSF or quantile values to define charac-326

teristic values, such that the expected aleatoric probability of failure given advanced327

design is equal to the target probability of failure.328
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4. Application example: Investigation of hidden safety in the329

Eurocode wind load model330

We exemplify the treatment of hidden safety for the wind load model of Eurocode 1 [45].331

We consider an exchange of the Eurocode wind load modelMWind,EC with more advanced332

modeling techniquesMWind,adv and study the effect on the structural reliability and the333

material usage. In a second step, we adapt the safety components of the Eurocode to334

achieve the same level of safety withMWind,adv than withMWind,EC . We then re-evaluate335

the material usage. In order to draw general conclusions, we investigate a portfolio of336

idealized but representative design situations. The assumptions337

4.1. The wind load model of the Eurocode338

The wind load model of the Eurocode is based on five components [38, 46]: The wind339

climate, the terrain, the aerodynamic response, the mechanical response, and the design340

criteria. Accordingly, Eurocode 1 [45] and its background documentations (e.g., [47])341

define the characteristic wind load pressure qk,EC as:342

qk,EC = qb,k,EC · ce,k,EC · cf,k,EC · cs,k,EC · cd,k,EC (18)

These coefficients are characteristic values of the wind load components. Table 1 summa-343

rizes the definitions of these characteristic values in Eurocode.344

• qb,k,EC is the characteristic value of the wind velocity pressure: It is defined as the345

10 minute mean velocity pressure at a height of 10m above ground with a roughness346

length of 0.05m and a return period of 50 years.347

• ce,k,EC is the characteristic value of the exposure coefficient: It considers the rough-348

ness of the terrain and the height of the structure and is based on empirically deter-349
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mined formulas. Eurocode assumes that these formulas are unbiased estimators of350

the expected exposure coefficient and thus the characteristic value is the mean.351

• cf,k,EC is the characteristic value of the force coefficient: It addresses the geometry352

of the structure. Its values are based on investigations of [39] and obtained as the353

78% quantile of the yearly maxima of the force coefficient, which are assumed to354

follow a Gumbel distribution [48].355

• csd,k,EC := cs,k,EC · cd,k,EC is the characteristic value of the structural factor: It356

accounts for the fact that wind peak pressures do not occur simultaneously on the357

total surface of the structure (represented through cs) and for the dynamical effect358

caused by wind turbulences exciting the structure at its eigenfrequencies (represented359

through cd). Eurocode assumes that these formulas are unbiased estimators of the360

expected structural factor and thus the characteristic value is the mean.361

qb,k,EC = F−1
Qb,EC

(0.98)
ce,k,EC = E[Ce,EC ]
cf,k,EC = F−1

Cf,EC
(0.78)

csd,k,EC = E[Csd,EC ]

Table 1: Characteristic values of the wind load model components according to Eurocode.

The four wind load model components (qb,k,EC , ce,k,EC , cf,k,EC and csd,k,EC) are estimates362

of quantile values of the respective underlying aleatoric distributions. Here, only the363

standardized aleatoric distribution will be needed; hence we set their means to 1. Following364

[49] and [16], we define the coefficients of variations (c.o.v.) of the aleatoric distributions365

in Table 2.

Mean c. o. v.

Qb ∼ G 1 0.25
Ce ∼ LN 1 0.15
Cf ∼ G 1 0.10
Csd ∼ LN 1 0.10

Table 2: Standardized aleatoric distributions of wind load model components. The maxi-
mum wind velocity pressure Qb refers to an annual reference period.

366
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The aleatoric distributions are used when computing the reliability of a design according367

to the Eurocode wind load model and according to the advanced wind load modeling368

techniques. The accuracy of the aleatoric distributions is therefore not crucial because a369

relative comparison is still reasonable.370

4.2. Distributions of the characteristic wind load model components371

according to the Eurocode372

Table 3 summarizes the distributions of the inverse relative errors of the Eurocode models.373

The justification of the distribution choices can be found in Annex B. The characteristic374

value of aleatoric distribution is known from the assumed aleatoric distributions; hence,375

by rearranging Θ−1 = Characteristic value of aleatoric distribution
Characteristic value of EC the probability distributions of376

the characteristic values of Eurocode wind load model components can be derived.

Mean c. o. v.

Θ−1
qb,k,EC

∼ LN 0.8 0.30
Θ−1
ce,k,EC

∼ LN 0.8 0.15
Θ−1
cf,k,EC

∼ LN 0.9 0.20
Θ−1
csd,k,EC

∼ LN 1.0 0.15

Table 3: Distribution of the relative errors Characteristic value of aleatoric distribution
Characteristic value of EC .

377

4.3. Distributions of the characteristic wind load model components378

according to advanced modeling techniques379

We assume that advanced wind load modeling techniques use on-site wind data and per-380

form wind tunnel tests. The structure of the wind load model still follows the Eurocode381

approach, meaning that the wind is still modeled by means of a wind velocity pressure382

qb,k,adv, an exposure coefficient ce,k,adv, a force coefficient cf,k,adv, and a structural factor383

csd,k,adv. Table 4 summarizes the distributions of the inverse relative errors of the ad-384
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vanced models. The justification of the distribution choices can be found in Annex C. The385

derived distributions depend on certain assumptions on the advanced wind load model-386

ing; however, there is a great variety and a constant development in advanced wind load387

modeling techniques (e.g. [50]). Therefore, each individual case should revise the derived388

distributions.389

The respective distributions of the characteristic values of wind load model components390

according to advanced wind load modeling techniques are derived by rearranging Θ−1 =391

Characteristic value of aleatoric distribution
Characteristic value of Adv .392

Mean c. o. v.

Θ−1
qb,k,adv

∼ LN 1.0 0.10
Θ−1
ce,k,adv

∼ LN 1.0 0.05
Θ−1
cf,k,adv

∼ LN 1.0 0.15
Θ−1
csd,k,adv

∼ LN 1.0 0.10

Table 4: Distribution of the relative errors Characteristic value of aleatoric distribution
Characteristic value of Adv .

4.4. Numerical investigations393

We apply MWind,EC and MWind,adv to the portfolio of representative design situations394

described in Annex A. In the case of advanced wind load modeling, we distinguish five395

cases: Four cases in which only one of the advanced wind load models is applied and one396

combined case in which all four advanced wind load models are applied simultaneously.397

We investigate the effects of erasing hidden safety on the design and on the reliability. In398

a second step, we adapt the PSF concept as described in Section 3.5 and re-evaluate the399

resulting design.400
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4.4.1. Effect on the design401

We investigate the effect on the design via a relative comparison of design values (Equation402

12 and 13). Violin plots of the resulting distributions are shown in Figure 7. Ratios of403

the expected value of the design according to the advanced model cases to the Eurocode404

model case are reported in Table 5.
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Figure 7: Violin plots showing the distribution of design values obtained with Eurocode
models (blue) and advanced models (red).

405

Wind velocity pressure 0.80
Exposure coefficient 0.84
Force coefficient 0.92
Structural factor 1.00

Combined case 0.62

Table 5: Average design values obtained with the use of advanced modeling techniques
relative to those obtained with Eurocode models.

4.4.2. Effect on reliability406

Given the distributions of the design values, we investigate how the aleatoric probability407

of failure changes when moving from Eurocode models to advanced models. The aleatoric408

probability of failure is calculated with the first-order reliability method (FORM) [51].409

Figure 8 shows box plots of the resulting reliability indices. Ratios of the expected values410
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of the aleatoric probabilities of failure of the advanced model cases to the ones of the411

Eurocode model case are reported in Table 6.
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Figure 8: Boxplots of the annual reliability indices according to Eurocode (blue) and ad-
vanced modeling techniques (red).

412

Wind velocity pressure 1.08
Exposure coefficient 3.05
Force coefficient 1.50
Structural factor 0.80

Combined case 4.22

Table 6: Ratios of the weighted averaged annual probabilities of failure of the design fol-
lowing Eurocode and advanced modeling techniques.

4.4.3. Adaptation of the partial safety factor concept413

To compensate the lost hidden safety through the application of advanced modeling tech-414

niques, we adapted either the PSF of the wind load or the characteristic values of each415

wind load model component. We demonstrate both; however, the latter only for the416

characteristic wind velocity pressure.417

The adaptation is conducted under the constraint of equal aleatoric probability of failures.418

An annual target probability of failure is calculated as the expected aleatoric probability419
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of failure with respect to the different design situations of the portfolio.420

pFT RG
= E [Pr(F | EC-Design)] = 3 · 10−5 (19)

• Adaptation of the PSF:421

We adapt γQ = 1.5 of wind by introducing an additional PSF of γQ,add which is422

found by solving the following equation:423

E [Pr(F | Adv-Design including γQ,add )] = Pr(F )TRG (20)

The additional PSFs are also calculated for the cases where only one of the wind load424

model components is derived from advanced techniques. Table 7 shows the resulting425

additional PSFs. Values above 1 result in an increase of γQ, values bellow 1 decrease426

γQ.

Wind velocity pressure: 1.01
Exposure coefficient: 1.19
Force coefficient: 1.06
Structural factor: 0.97

Combined case: 1.20

Table 7: Additional PSF γQ,add regarding each advanced wind load modeling technique
and the combined case.

427

• The adaptation of the quantile value defining the characteristic wind velocity pres-428

sure was conducted such that429

E [Pr(F | Adv-Design with new quantile value)] = Pr(F )TRG (21)

This resulted in a quantile of 0.9817 instead of 0.98.430

Remark: We also conducted the adaptation under the constraint of equal reliability indices.431
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The target reliability index is calculated as the expected reliability index with respect432

to the different design situations of the portfolio. This is significantly higher than the433

reliability index, which corresponds to the target probability of failure (4.39 instead of434

4.01 = −Φ−1(pFT RG
)). However, the adaptation is also be conducted in the transformed435

domain of reliability indices. The resulting difference in the additional PSFs and the436

adopted quantile value defining the characteristic wind velocity pressure is negligible.437

4.4.4. Effects of the adaptation438

The adaptation of the safety factors is introduced in order to ensure that the overall439

reliability achieved with the advanced model is the same as the one of the Eurocode440

model. Here, we investigate the effect of this adaptation on the material usage achieved441

with advanced models.442

Table 8 shows the ratio of weighted averaged expected values of design values with an443

adapted PSF. Comparing these values to the ratios without adaptation (last row in Table444

5), it can be seen that the adaptation leads to a (albeit limited) reduction of the material445

savings from the use of advanced wind load modeling techniques.446

Wind velocity pressure 0.81
Exposure coefficient 0.95
Force coefficient 0.95
Structural factor 0.97

Combined case 0.70

Table 8: Average design values obtained with the use of advanced modeling techniques
relative to those obtained with Eurocode models with adapted PSFs.

If the quantile value that defines the characteristic wind velocity pressure is adapted,447

the material saving potential is marginally better then in the case of an additional PSF448

with respect to an advanced model regarding the wind velocity pressure: The ratio of the449

averaged design values decreases from 0.81 to 0.80.450
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5. Concluding remarks451

Structural design codes are the result of a long evolutionary adaptation process. This452

adaptation is partly empirical (through the inclusion of new experience) and partly de-453

ductive (through the use of new and advanced models). The empirical adaptation of454

design codes mostly retains the hidden safety arising from conservative choices in model455

parameters. In contrast, a deductive adaptation typically changes the amount of hidden456

safety. In this paper, we propose a framework to compensate for such changes in hidden457

safety in order to ensure a consistent overall safety level.458

The framework can be used to account for hidden safety within the partial safety concept459

when advanced modeling techniques replace standard models. This will typically result460

in – on average – lower design values while still achieving the same level of safety. It may461

seem counter-intuitive that the average reliability remains unchanged if the resistances are462

reduced on average; however, this is due to the more targeted designs (i.e., the design is463

strengthened where it is needed, and relaxed where it is not).464

The application of the proposed framework is based on model assumptions as it is the465

case for any code calibration. These assumptions might not be fully correct; hence, the466

resulting calibration may not be optimal. However, it is still a step in the right direction467

and preferable to the applications of advanced models without a calibration through the468

proposed framework.469

The most challenging part of in investigations of hidden safety is the evaluation of the470

accuracy of the standard and the advanced model. The probabilistic description of these471

accuracies is challenging because they characterize the model prediction relative to the472

“truth”. However, the truth is unknown. Empirical data and expert knowledge must be473

taken into account carefully. The quantification of the effect of hidden safety and the474

calibration of the PSF concept are sensitive to the probability distributions describing475

model accuracies.476
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The choice of a representative portfolio of design situations and an adequate probabilistic477

description of all random variables within the portfolio may seem to be another critical478

point. However, the calibration of safety components is not sensitive to the portfolio479

choices. This is because the portfolio is used for the investigation of both the standard480

model and the advanced model. This validates a relative comparison –which is the basis of481

the calibration – of the two models valid, even if the portfolio is not perfectly accurate.482

The study of Section 4 to investigation the effects of hidden safety in the wind load model483

of Eurocode are an exemplary application of the framework introduced in the previous484

sections. Importantly, the additional safety factor to be used depends on the actual model485

used in a specific application.486

The exemplary study results in a decrease of the average design value to 70%. This is487

equivalent to a design load reduction of 30%. The reduction of the average design wind488

load is even higher because the load within the portfolio is a mixture of wind load, self489

weight and permanent loads. However, when calculating the average design value the self490

weight and the permanent loads do not differ with respect to the Eurocode model or the491

advanced wind load modeling techniques.492

The decrease of the average design value to 70% is not equivalent to a reduction of the493

material effort of 30% for the following two reasons: First, the relationship between the494

design value and the material effort depends on the design situation (e.g., for trusses under495

pure tension, the relationship is a one-to-one mapping, but the bending resistance of a496

rectangular beam has quadratic relationship with the material effort). Second, the design497

values are calculated only with respect to the ultimate limit states involving wind load498

cases. Other ultimate and serviceability limit states are not included. This suggests that499

the reduction in material usage would be less than 30%.500

In general, investigations of the effects of hidden safety are necessary if advanced models501

–which are not covered by the codes – are used. With the rapid developments of computa-502
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tional engineering, such use is increasingly frequent. Engineers who use these newly devel-503

oped models may have the impression that their designs have increased reliability because504

the advanced models are more precise. However, because of hidden safeties this does not505

necessarily have to be the case. The proposed framework ensures that semi-probabilistic506

design codes are calibrated such that the advanced models and the established models lead507

to the same level of safety. The higher accuracy of advanced models is still utilized and508

translated into a higher material efficiency. This results in more sustainable and economic509

structures that are equally safe. Because the building industry is one of the main material510

and energy consumers and is responsible for a high amount of greenhouse gas emissions,511

it is essential to utilize this material saving potential.512
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A. Definition of a portfolio of representative design situations679

In order to draw general conclusions, we apply the distributions of the characteristic values680

ofMWind,EC andMWind,adv to a portfolio of design situations. The portfolio is specified681

via a generic limit state function g (following [16]):682

g(p,ΘRi ,Ri,GS,i,GP ,Q,aQ,i,aG) =PEC,i ·ΘRi ·Ri−

− (1− aQ,i) · [aG ·GS,i + (1− aG) ·GP ]− aQ,i ·Q

(22)

This limit state function is valid for a material i. ΘRi is the resistance model uncertainty,683

Ri is the material strength, GS,i is the self-weight, GP is the permanent load and Q684

represents the wind load. They are normalized values. In order to account for different685

design situations, the weights aQ,i and aG allow representing different load compositions.686

Finally PEC,i is defined as:687

PEC,i = γRi

θRi,k · ri,k
· [(1− aQ,i) · (aG · γS · gSi,k + (1− aG) · γP · gP,k) + aQ,i · γQ · qk]

(23)

The definition of PEC,i is in agreement with Equations 12 and 13, whereby the load model688

is a linear combination of wind load, self-weight, and permanent load. TMR
is expressed689
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multiplicatively via θRi,k, and TMS
is neglected. Moreover, the PSFs are merged on both,690

the load and the resistance side.691

Six different material properties Ri are considered and weighted with wR,i according to692

their relative frequency. For each material ranges different load compositions are investi-693

gated via aQ,i and aG(Table 9). Ten equally spaced and equally weighted values of aQ,i694

are considered and three equally spaced and equally weighted values of aG are considered.695

The distributions of each material property Ri, the associated resistance uncertainty ΘRi ,696

the self weight GSi , and the permanent load GP are given in Table 10.697

The values of the PSFs follow Eurocode 0 [43] (Table 11). The characteristic values of the698

wind load following Eurocode and advanced wind load modeling techniques are calculated699

as:700

qk,EC = F−1
Qb,EC

(0.98) · E[Ce,EC ] · F−1
Cf,EC

(0.78) · E[Csd,EC ] (24)

qk,adv = F−1
Qb,adv

(0.98) · E[Ce,adv] · F−1
Cf,adv

(0.78) · E[Csd,adv] (25)

The remaining characteristic values are chosen following Eurocode 1, 2, 3, 5, 6 [43,52–55]701

and the ongoing revision of the Eurocode [16] (Table 12).702

i Material wR,i% aQ,i ranges aG ranges

1 Steel yielding strength 40.0 [0.2; 0.8]

[0.6; 1.0]

2 Concrete compression strength 15.0 [0.1; 0.7]
3 Re-bar yielding strength 25.0 [0.1; 0.7]
4 Glulam timber bending strength 7,5 [0.2; 0.8]
5 Solid timber bending strength 2,5 [0.2; 0.8]
6 Masonry compression strength 10.0 [0.1; 0.7]

Table 9: Material properties, weights and ranges of aQ,i and aG based on [16].
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Mean c. o. v.

ΘR1 ∼ LN 1.00 0.050
ΘR2 ∼ LN 1.00 0.100
ΘR3 ∼ LN 1.00 0.100
ΘR4 ∼ LN 1.00 0.100
ΘR5 ∼ LN 1.00 0.100
ΘR6 ∼ LN 1.16 0.175

R1 ∼ LN 1.00 0.070
R2 ∼ LN 1.00 0.150
R3 ∼ LN 1.00 0.070
R4 ∼ LN 1.00 0.150
R5 ∼ LN 1.00 0.200
R6 ∼ LN 1.00 0.160

GS1 ∼ N 1.00 0.040
GS2 ∼ N 1.00 0.050
GS3 ∼ N 1.00 0.050
GS4 ∼ N 1.00 0.100
GS5 ∼ N 1.00 0.100
GS6 ∼ N 1.00 0.065

GP ∼ N 1.00 0.100

Q ∼ as in Table 2

Table 10: Aleatoric distributions based on [49] and [16].

i γR,i γS γP γQ

1 1.00

1.35 1.35 1.5

2 1.50
3 1.15
4 1.25
5 1.30
6 1.50

Table 11: PSFs according to Eurocode [43].

i ri,k gSi,k θRi,k gP,k

1 E[Ri]− 2 ·
√

Var[Ri] F−1
Ri

(0.5) E[ΘRi ]

F−1
GP

(0.5)

2 F−1
Ri

(0.05) F−1
Ri

(0.5) E[ΘRi ]
3 F−1

Ri
(0.05) F−1

Ri
(0.5) E[ΘRi ]

4 F−1
Ri

(0.05) F−1
Ri

(0.5) E[ΘRi ]
5 F−1

Ri
(0.05) F−1

Ri
(0.5) E[ΘRi ]

6 F−1
Ri

(0.05) F−1
Ri

(0.5) E[ΘRi ]

Table 12: Characteristic values according to Eurocode [16,43,52–55].
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B. Relative errors in the estimation of characteristic wind load703

model components according to standard models704

The distribution parameters of table 3 are justified as follows:705

• Θ−1
qb,k,EC

: Davenport [56] suggests a mean value of 0.8 and a coefficient of variation706

of 0.2–0.3. In order to verify these numbers, we investigate the wind velocity vb707

at 10m above ground of 265 meteorological stations of the German Meteorological708

Service [57]. Each of the stations is located in open space. Only stations between709

0–1100m above sea level (range of validity of the Eurocode) and only stations with710

at least 20 years of recording are considered. The wind velocity is converted to the711

wind velocity pressure via712

qb = 1
2 · ρ · v

2
b (26)

where ρ = 1.25 kg
m3 is the air density. From the time histories of qb, the yearly713

maxima at all stations are obtained and used to fit a Gumbel distribution through714

a maximum likelihood estimator. We account for the statistical uncertainty via a715

normal approximation of the posterior [58]. Finally, we obtain qb,k,Data as the 98%716

quantiles of each Gumbel distribution and divide them by the characteristic values717

of the respective location specified in the Eurocode. The resulting ratios are shown718

in Figure 9. The sample mean of these ratios is 0.82, which confirms the choice of719

E[Θ−1
qb,k,EC

] = 0.8. The sample coefficient of variation is 0.36. We therefore choose720

the upper bound of the values suggested by Davenport [56].721

• Θ−1
ce,k,EC

: Davenport [56] suggests a mean of 0.8 and a coefficient of variation of722

0.1-0.2.723

• Θ−1
cf,k,EC

: Davenport [56] suggests a mean of 0.9 and a coefficient of variation of 0.1-724

0.2. Measurements done by Svend Ole Hansen et al. [59] on a benchmark model of a725
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Figure 9: Histogram of the ratios of the characteristic values qb,k,Data obtained from data
of the German Meteorological Service [57] and the characteristic values qb,k,EC
of the respective location specified in the Eurocode [45].

tall building [60] confirmed these values with a tendency towards the upper bound.726

• Θ−1
csd,k,EC

: Davenport [56] suggests a mean of 1.0 and a coefficient of variation of727

0.1-0.2.728

C. Relative errors in the estimation of characteristic wind load729

model components according to advanced models730

In the following we justify the distribution parameters of table 4. The advanced models731

are presumed to be the most accurate state-of-the-art models. Hence, no reference model732

serving as reference truth is available. Instead, measurement data must be evaluated in733

order to justify the parameters of the error distributions. We thereby follow the ISO/IEC734

guide [61]:735

• Θ−1
qb,k,adv

: We assume that advanced wind load modeling techniques use on-site wind736

data to estimate the characteristic wind velocity pressure. We postulate that such737

an analysis leads to an unbiased estimator. Based on the data from the German738

Meteorological Service [57] described in Anex B, we estimate the coefficient of varia-739

tion of Θ−1
qb,k,adv

as 0.1. This estimate is based on the assumption that extreme wind740

pressures follow a Gumbel distribution.741
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• Θ−1
ce,k,adv

: We presume that advanced wind modeling techniques use on-site wind data742

to predict ce(z) [17, 62]. According to Eurocode 1 [45], the characteristic exposure743

coefficient is calculated as744

ce(z) = 0.19 ·
(
z0

0.05

)0.07
· ln

(
z

z0

)
(27)

where z is the height above ground and z0 is the roughness length of the terrain.745

Kelly and Jørgensen [63] determine the uncertainty in the prediction of z0 using746

on-site data. They find that z0 can be estimated with a coefficient of variation 5%,747

given one year of on-site wind data. This leads to an uncertainty in the order of 2%748

in the estimate of ce(z). Considering the inherent uncertainty of Eq. 27, we assume749

that the advanced modeling technique results in a coefficient of variation of 5% on750

the ce(z) estimate.751

• Θ−1
cf,k,adv

: We presume that advanced wind modeling techniques utilize wind tunnel752

tests to predict the force coefficient. Wind tunnels can be calibrated such that they753

lead to unbiased results [64]; hence E[Θ−1
cf,k,adv

] = 1. The coefficient of variation of754

Θ−1
cf,k,adv

is follows Long [65], who evaluates wind tunnel data of a simple rectangular755

building and compares it with results from the full scale test reported in [66, 67].756

From the results of [65], we derive a coefficient of variation of Θ−1
cf,k,adv

equal to 0.15.757

This choice is confirmed by Fritz et al. [68] who estimated the variability of wind758

effects based on tests conducted at six wind tunnel laboratories. Their results show759

that the coefficient of variation of the measured 50th percentiles of the peak force760

coefficients of a roof tap nearest a building corner is 0.19 on average. This values761

should be a bit lower, since Fritz et al. also included the roughness of the terrain.762

• Θ−1
csd,k,adv

: No data were found to estimate the distribution of the relative error763

in the estimation of the characteristic structural factor following advanced wind764

load modeling techniques. Because the estimation of the structural factor according765

to Eurocode is already unbiased, the estimation according to advanced wind load766
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modeling techniques is also assumed to be unbiased. Hence E[Θ−1
csd,k,adv

] = 1. The767

coefficient of variation of Θ−1
csd,k,adv

is presumed to be 0.1.768
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